
 

 

MECHANICAL RELIABILITY ENGINEER 
 

Domtar Inc., Dryden Operations, is currently seeking an individual to join the Dryden 
Team.   
 
Reporting to the Reliability Engineering Superintendent, your role will be to identify and manage 
reliability risks that could adversely affect plant or business operations.  
 
Core responsibilities include: 

 Establish and maintain criticality scoring for all mill assets. 

 Facilitate the application of Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) on critical and troubled 

assets. 

 Develop and maintain asset maintenance strategies for critical and troubled assets.  

 Determine effective and appropriate predictive, preventive, and essential care actions to be 

completed to preserve asset function. 

 Monitor the outputs from the asset care program and take necessary action. 

 Maintain knowledge of predictive technologies and champion the improvement of the site’s 

utilization.  

 Specify and initiate engineering solutions to support optimal equipment function.   

 Apply Root Care Failure Analysis (RCFA) and develop solutions to address and identified roots. 

 Provide maintenance and reliability oversight for new installations and modifications. 

 Develop and maintain rebuild standards for critical assets. 

 Provide value analysis to support potential strategies regarding equipment. 

Your Profile: 
 You will hold a degree as a Mechanical Engineer or a diploma as a Mechanical Technologist. 

Exceptional, demonstrated experience in the reliability field as a licensed Mechanical Tradesperson 
will also be considered.    

 Proven analytical and problem solving skills. 
 Sound interpersonal skills and the ability to work within a team environment. 
 The ability to co-ordinate maintenance, engineering and repair activities. 
 A safety-oriented mindset with the desire to enforce and follow mill safety and environmental 

policies and procedures. 
 Strong oral and written communication skills, including technical writing, budget preparation and 

presentations. 
 Excellent computer skills with computer-based maintenance software such as SAP and 

Maintelligence, MS Office and scheduling software.  The ability to utilize AutoCAD is an asset. 

 
If you are interested in an opportunity to work with an organization that is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer and offers a full range of employee benefits and a competitive wage package, consider 
joining our Team.  Please apply online by following the link below and attach your cover letter and 
resume, in confidence, by Friday March 15

th
, 2019 at 3:00pm CDT.   

 

https://app.jobvite.com/j?cj=oW4v9fwo&s=Local 
 
We would like to thank all applicants for their interest; however, only those candidates selected for 

interviews will be contacted. 
 

https://app.jobvite.com/j?cj=oW4v9fwo&s=Local

